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THETFORD FOREST LIDAR IMAGE LICENCE AGREEMENT 

DEFINITIONS 

Licence                This document 

We/ Us/our Forestry Commission (on behalf of the BNG Landscape Partnership Scheme) 

 Santon Downham 

Brandon 

Suffolk 

IP27 0TJ 

You/your             You, the person accessing and using LiDAR images 

Images               Thetford Forest LiDAR Survey Images.  

Generated by Forest Research from HLF/FC funded LiDAR survey flown 

Feb/March 2015.   

Processed to 50cm resolution 

Use of the Images constitutes your acceptance of these Terms and Conditions, which take effect 

when you first use this site. We reserve the right to change these terms and conditions at any time 

by posting changes online. You are responsible for reviewing regularly information posted online. 

Your continued use of this site after changes are posted constitutes your acceptance of this 

agreement as modified by the posted changes. 

LICENCE 

We grant you a non-transferable worldwide, royalty-free, perpetual, non-exclusive Licence to use 

the Images subject to the terms and conditions within this Licence. 

The Licence is personal to you. You may not assign, charge, mortgage, sub-contract or otherwise 

dispose of the Licence or any part of the Licence.  

You may make only such copies of Images as are necessary for your own use. The Licence applies 

to such copies as it does to the Images. 

The Images shall not be used in whole or part as part of a service to any third party whether by 

trade or otherwise unless we have given prior written agreement and any royalties due have been 

paid.  

USE 

The Images are to be used for private study only except when specific separate permission has been 

obtained for commercial use. Use for research projects is permitted however we would ask that you 

inform us as to how you intend to use it.   

The Images are only to be used for and to support lawful purposes.    
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You must use the Images in a way that does not infringe on the rights of or restrict or inhibit the use 

and enjoyment of the Images by anyone else. 

This Licence does not grant you any right to use the Images in a way that suggests any official 

status or implies that we endorse you or your use of the Images. 

If you use the Images to identify features on the ground for personal study or investigation you 

must obtain separate landowners permission for access.  This includes access to publically owned 

land in Thetford Forest. 

You must report any previously unrecorded possible/potential heritage features You observe in the 

Images to the relevant County Archaeological Service within 6 months, and to the Forestry 

Commission where there is an immediate risk of damage during forest operations. 

When using the Images you must not introduce viruses, Trojans, worms, logic bombs or other 

material that’s malicious or technologically harmful.  You must not try to gain unauthorised access to 

the website or the server on which it is stored or any computer or server connected to it.   You must 

not attack the website in any way including denial of service attacks. 

COPYRIGHT 

We reserve title, copyright and all other proprietary rights in the Images and all parts and copies 

thereof. 

You must acknowledge the source of the Images by including the copyright statement shown on the 

images in all reproductions and if published digitally you must provide a link to this Licence and 

project website. 

PERFORMANCE and MODIFICATIONS 

We do not give any guarantees, conditions or warranties about the accuracy or completeness of the 

Images or that the information will be current or secure or free from bugs or viruses. 

We can change or remove content at any time without notice. 

You may not modify the Image without our prior written consent. 

LOSS and LIABILITY 

We shall not be liable for consequential loss or damage arising out of the use of the Images 

You agree to release us from any claims or disputes that may come from using these Images. 

We’re not liable if we fail to comply with these terms and conditions because of circumstances 

beyond our reasonable control.  We might decide not to exercise or enforce any right available to us 

under these terms and conditions. We can always decide to exercise or enforce that right at a later 

date.  Doing this once won’t mean we automatically waive the right on any other occasion. 

If any of these terms and conditions are held to be invalid, unenforceable or illegal for any reason, 

the remaining terms and conditions will still apply. 
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LAW and ARBITRATION 

This Licence shall be subject to and construed and interpreted in accordance with English Law. 

Any dispute or difference which may arise between the you and us in connection with or arising out 

of this Licence may, by agreement of both parties, be resolved by arbitration referred to a single 

arbitrator to be agreed between the you and us, failing such agreement within fourteen days, to be 

nominated by the President for the time being of the British Computer Society. 

 


